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The work function is the key surface property that determines how much energy is required for an
electron to escape the surface of a material. This property is crucial for thermionic energy conversion,
band alignment in heterostructures, and electron emission devices. Data-driven predictions of
bulk material properties have been widely explored and work functions of elemental crystals have
been studied thoroughly. However, the work functions of more complex compounds have not been
investigated with a data-driven framework yet. Here, we present a high-throughput workflow using
density functional theory (DFT) to calculate the work function of 29,270 surfaces (23,603 slab
calculations) that we created from 2,492 bulk materials, including up to ternary compounds. Based
on this database we develop a physics-based approach to featurize surfaces and use supervised
machine learning to predict the work function. Our (random forest) model achieves a mean absolute
test error of 0.19 eV, which is more than 4 times better than the baseline and comparable to the
accuracy of DFT. This surrogate model enables rapid predictions of the work function (∼ 105 faster
than DFT) across a vast chemical space and facilitates the discovery of material surfaces with extreme
work functions for energy conversion and electronic applications.

Introduction
The work function is a fundamental surface parameter of
a material that determines how much energy is required
to extract an electron to a field-free region outside the
surface; lower work functions facilitate electron emission
at lower temperatures. Work functions play a key role in
technologies that require precise control of contact barriers such as printed and organic electronics.[1–3] Materials
with low work functions are crucial for electron emission
devices (THz sources[4, 5] and fluorescent light bulbs[6]),
electron sources for scientific instruments,[7, 8] and highbrightness photocathodes.[9] Especially, for thermionic
energy converters (TECs)[10–12] discovery of thermally
stable, ultra-low work function materials (less than 1.5 eV)
would allow thermionic conversion of heat (> 1500 ◦ C)
directly to electricity with efficiencies exceeding 30%. Materials with high work functions play a key role in engineering the electron tunneling barrier in electronics
(for example in dynamic RAM applications[13] and for
contacts in modern 2D-based transistors[14]) as well as
selective contacts in solar cells[15].
The most commonly used materials for low work function
applications that are chemically and thermally stable are
compounds like lanthanum hexaboride[16, 17] and thoriated tungsten[18–21] with a work function around 2.5
eV. For thermionic converters, even lower work functions
are required, which are achieved by sub-monolayer coatings of alkali metals (most commonly cesium) on metal
surfaces. The resulting work functions are much lower
than the work function of either metal or coating individually. This effect is due to the partial transfer of electron
charge from the adsorbate to the substrate and the result-
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ing formation of surface dipoles that lower the vacuum
energy level near the surface.[22] Coatings using both cesium and oxygen are well known to achieve ∼ 1 eV work
functions in photocathode applications, for instance on
III-V semiconductors or silver.[23, 24] Diamondoids[25]
and phosphorous-doped diamond thin films have shown
similarly low work functions.[26] More recently, a work
function of 1.01 eV has been achieved by electrostatically gating cesium/oxygen covered graphene,[27] which
resulted in enhanced TEC efficiency.[28] The lowest experimentally measured work function has been obtained by
inducing a surface photovoltage on Cs/O2 coated Gallium
Arsenide.[29] The lowest theoretically predicted steadystate value to date is 0.7–0.8 eV for potassium adsorbed
on monolayers of MoTe2 or WTe2 .[30]
In recent years, data-driven approaches based on highthroughput ab-initio calculations has emerged as a new
paradigm to facilitate the search through vast chemical
spaces for new materials with tuned properties or novel behavior. Due to the continued increase in computing power
and improvements of theoretical methods, the accuracy
of predicted material properties has reached a reliability comparable to experiments while greatly surpassing
them in terms of speed and cost. The rapid increase in
available computational data structured in open source
material databases such as Materials Project (MP),[31]
AFLOW,[32] and NOMAD[33] has opened an avenue
towards material discovery using data-mining and statistically driven machine learning approaches. However,
most big material databases largely lack to report surface
properties like the work function as each bulk material typically has dozens of distinct low-index crystalline surfaces
and terminations. Each unique surface must be generated
and calculated separately increasing the complexity and
computational effort required. In the MP database this
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has only been done for ∼ 100 polymorphs of elemental
crystals.[34] Based on several thousand newly predicted
2D materials[35] there are two other databases[36, 37] that
report ab-initio work functions. It is straight-forward to
calculate the work function for 2D materials as they have
only one surface that is relevant. The JARVIS-DFT and
the C2DB databases have work functions calculated for
about 600 and 3000 surfaces, respectively.
Some statistical analyses have been carried out in literature showing that the electronegativity is linearly correlated with the work function both for elemental crystals
and binary compounds.[34, 38] Additionally, for elemental crystals an inverse correlation with the atomic radius
is pointed out. The work function of elemental crystals
ranges between 2 and 6 eV (for Cesium and Selenium,
respectively). The statistical analyses of about 30 binary
compounds shows that a correlation between the electronegativity of the atom with the lower electronegativity
is the strongest (better than arithmetic or geometric mean
of the individual electronegativities). Density functional
theory (DFT) has been a well-established approach (using a slab configuration) to calculate the work function,
similar to the more simplistic Jellium model.[39] Also a
phenemonolgical model has been developed that is able
to estimate the work function fairly accurately for metals
and alkaline-metal coated surfaces.[40] This phenomenological equation is a function of the atomic radius and
the number of atomic sites per unit cell area. However, it
relies on a single parameter (loosely related to the number
of electrons that an atom can donate to the surface) that
is not clearly defined for more complex surfaces and takes
on nonphysical values in the case of alkaline coatings.
Very recently, Hashimoto et al.[41] attempted to screen
for low and high work function materials using a Bayesian
optimization approach. However, they assume the work
function to be approximated solely as a bulk property neglecting any surface contributions during screening. For
the highest and lowest “bulk work function” material
candidates the actual surface contributions haven then
been included which rendered most of their top candidate materials to exhibit average work functions between
3 and 6 eV. Unsurprisingly, among their top candidate
materials, they have found that the (110) surface of elemental Cesium has a low work function of 2.0 eV and
that the (111) surface of KEuO2 has a relatively high
work function of 8.4 eV. The approximated bulk work
function of some of the screened work function candidates
differs as much as 7 eV from the actual work function
when including the surface contributions. This clearly
shows that, while for simple structures (such as elemental
metals) the work function can theoretically be predicted
from bulk properties alone,[42] it is important to consider
surface contributions to qualitatively and quantitatively
predict the work function of a material. The surface termination, atom adsorption (most commonly Oxygen and
Hydrogen), contamination, and reconstructions can affect
the surface dipole and hence the effective work function.
In this paper, we use high-throughput density functional

theory to calculate the work function of 29,270 surfaces
created from 2,492 bulk crystal structures (up to ternary
compounds). The created database gives insight into work
function trends observed across a large chemical space.
Based on the database we develop a machine learning
model with a low mean absolute test-error of 0.19 eV
which is more than 4 times lower than the baseline (i.e.,
predicting every surface to have the database-average work
function) and about 3 times better than state-of-the-art
benchmarking machine learning models (automatminer
and Coulomb matrix). The database and machine learning model enable us to identify several promising material
surfaces with extremely low (< 1.5 eV) and extremely
high (> 8 eV) work functions.

Methods
High-throughput work function calculations. The workflow of the work function database’s creation is illustrated
in Figure 1. A total of 2,492 crystal structures were
queried from the Materials Project (on 7/9/2020) using
the REST framework.[31, 43] Up to ternary materials
with 5 or less atoms in the unit cell were considered that
have an energy above hull of less than 0.2 eV/atom and
are tagged as an experimental structure (i.e., there exists
at least one ICSD entry that reports the corresponding
material as experimentally synthesized). Materials with
an element present that is radioactive, a noble gas or from
the actinoid group were excluded. Further, materials that
have experimental tags that indicate high pressure or low
temperature conditions, as well as low-dimensional materials were excluded as well. The frequency with which
each chemical species appears in the database (bulk compounds) is plotted as a heat-map on the periodic table in
Figure S1.
From this set of materials, surfaces up to a Miller
index of 1 were generated using Pymatgen’s surface
module.[34, 44, 45] Each surface orientation generally
has more than one unique surface termination. The Pymatgen surface module has the option to generate slabs
with different terminations determined by possible shifts
in the c-direction. However, this may result in surfaces
that are actually not unique because two terminations
with distinct c-positions might actually be equivalent taking into account a shift in the a or b directions (or a
rotation in the a-b plane). To ensure that we generate
all possible unique terminations we developed an algorithm based on the local environment of surface atoms,
as summarized in the dashed block in Figure 1. First, a
list of nearest neighbors (considering only atoms above
the reference atom, i.e. with a larger c-component, up to
a cutoff radius of 7 Å) with their distances and chemical
elements are compiled for each atom in the slab. Atoms
with identical nearest neighbor lists are grouped together
into local environment groups (LEGs). In the second
step, for each atomic layer (i.e., atoms with the same
c-component considering a tolerance of 0.05 Å) the LEG
of all atoms in the layer is grouped into a list (one list
per layer of atoms). Thirdly, to determine the number
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Figure 1 | workflow of the creation of the work function database and surrogate machine learning model. The illustration includes the steps for material
selection, high-throughput DFT calculations, surface slab creation, and supervised machine learning predictions. The dashed block details the procedure
of determining the unique terminations of all surfaces up to a Miller index of 1.

of unique terminations nterm , we check whether the slab
exhibits a mirror plane parallel to the surface. Finally, the
number of unique lists of LEGs nenv determines the number of unique terminations nterm as follows: nterm = nenv
if the slab has a mirror symmetry determined in step
3, or nterm = 2nenv else. This is due to the fact that
the local environments are determined in the positive
c-direction (only above the reference atom). Hence, a
termination A on one side of the slab with termination B
underneath might not be equivalent to the A termination
on the other side if there is no mirror symmetry (e.g.,
the terminations in the following case may not be equivalent: ABABABA, where AB6=BA). Hence, to minimize
redundancies we check whether the slab exhibits mirror
symmetry in the c-direction (in the previous example,
the slab has 2 unique terminations in case of a mirror
symmetry and has 4 unique terminations otherwise).
According to nterm we subtract the appropriate number
of atomic layers to generate slabs with all unique terminations. Further, we minimize the number of slabs required
for the DFT calculations by having two distinct terminations on either side of the slab, whenever possible. The
initial slab thickness is minimized while still ensuring that
after all necessary subtractions the final slab is at least
10 Å thick. Following this procedure, we create 24,334
slabs of which 23,603 converged during self-consistent field
calculations with a total computational time of around
105,000 core-hours. The converged slabs returned a total
of 29,270 unique surfaces and their work functions (where
8,131 surfaces had been removed due to being identified
as duplicates during featurization).

Density Functional Theory. The work function is calculated by gradient-corrected DFT using the PBE
exchange-correlation functional.[46] Self-consistent, periodic, total energy calculations are performed using
Quantum Espresso (v.6.4.1.).[47] Ultrasoft Vanderbilt
pseudopotentials[48] are used to describe core electron interactions and the Kohn-Sham one-electron valence states
are expanded in a plane wave basis set with a kinetic
energy cutoff of 400 eV. The electron density is expanded
up to ten times the energy of the plane wave energy cutoff. An extra 30 unoccupied bands are added for holding
valence electrons to improve convergence. All slabs generated by the high-throughput procedure described above
have a minimum thickness of 10 Å and 15 Å of vacuum
between periodic slab repetitions in the c-direction to
preclude interactions between periodic images. Brillouin
zone sampling is performed under a grid spacing of less
−1
than 0.05 Å with finite-temperature Gaussian smearing (σ = 0.1 eV). A dipole correction is applied in the
c-direction. The work function is determined by the difference of the electrostatic energy in the vacuum region
and the Fermi energy. The PBE exchange-correlation
functional has previously been shown to give reliable
work functions for elemental crystals in agreement with
experimental values with errors below 0.3 eV, which is
comparable to the experimental precision.[49] The DFT
calculation inputs for Quantum Espresso are automatically generated with the atomic simulation environment
(ASE)[50] Python package and submitted into a high performance computing queuing system (SLURM) using job
arrays. To estimate the convergence accuracy of the DFTcalculated work functions we reran ∼ 1% of the database
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Figure 2 | Distribution of the DFT-calculated work function database
plotted as a stacked histogram. Outline corresponds to overall distribution under which the stacked, colored bars signify the number of surfaces
based on elemental, binary, and ternary compounds. The average of the
distribution is 4.22 eV with a standard deviation of 1.25 eV.
Average St.Dev. Minimum Maximum

Elemental
Binary
Ternary
All

4.27
4.17
4.26
4.22

1.36
1.19
1.29
1.25

2.0
1.0
0.9
0.9

8.4
11.2
11.4
11.4

Table I | Detailed work function distribution metrics for elemental, binary,
and ternary compounds. All values in eV.

(randomly selected) with stricter convergence parameters
(energy cutoff of 700 eV and Brillouin zone sampling with
−1
a grid spacing of ≤ 0.02 Å ). The resulting mean absolute error and root-mean square error determined are
0.03 and 0.04 eV, respectively.
Supervised Learning. The dataset is randomly split into
training and test sets (90/10 split) and the hyperparameters are optimized implementing 10-fold cross-validation
on the training set. Multivariate linear regression, random forest, and neural network models are set up with
the scikit-learn package in Python. The custom featurization procedure is laid out in the results and discussion
section. As mentioned above, this featurization procedure resulted in 8,131 surfaces with duplicate features
which were removed from the dataset before training. For
benchmarking purposes we used the automatminer testing
suit[51] and a conventional Coulomb matrix (topmost 10
surface atoms as input, `2 -sorted, with a random forest
model).[52] For automatminer we use the “express” setting and for comparison we used the bulk unit cell and
the topmost 5 atomic layers of the surface slabs as inputs.

Results and Discussion
Analysis of Work Function Database. First, we analyze
the work function database created by high-throughput
DFT (29,128 surfaces based on 2,492 bulk crystals) in

terms of its distribution and trends in the studied chemical space. The work function distribution of the database
is plotted in Figure 2 and shows a near-Gaussian distribution with an extended tail towards higher work functions.
The average of the entire distribution is at 4.22 eV with a
standard deviation of 1.25 eV, ranging from a minimum
to a maximum work function of 0.9 to 11.4 eV, respectively. The stacked bar-chart signifies which proportion
of the surfaces within each bin stems from an elemental,
binary, or ternary compound. Their distribution metrics
are given in Table I.
The observation that the distribution in work functions is
near-Gaussian could indicate that the chemical space we
chose was diverse enough to evenly sample work functions
across possible values. The extended tail at the high
work function end appears to be an artifact coming from
ionically unrelaxed surfaces where a small, electronegative atom (e.g. oxygen, hydrogen) is cleaved at a large,
unphysical distance. This might also be the case for the
low work function tail but appears to be less pronounced.
This artifact can be mitigated by ionically relaxing the
surface slabs and we expect this would result in an overall
slightly narrower distribution. Interestingly, the work
function distributions of binary and ternary compounds
(and to a certain extent also the elemental crystals) have
similar averages, standard deviations, and ranges.
Trends in the work function based on which chemical
species are present at the surface are shown in Figure 3.
The fraction of surfaces with a low work function (< 3
eV, i.e., roughly one standard deviation below average)
is especially high for surfaces with alkali, alkaline, or lanthanides present in the topmost atomic layer. Conversely,
the fraction of surfaces with a high work function (> 6
eV, i.e., roughly one standard deviation above average)
is especially high for surfaces with halogens or oxygen
present in the topmost atomic layer, as well as carbon,
nitrogen, surfur, and selenium (cf. Figure 3a). The total
number of surfaces (rather than fractions) are shown in
Figure S2.
The average work function is plotted as a heat-map based
on the chemical species present in the topmost two atomic
layers. The trends observed in Figure 3a are also seen in
the average work function trend in Figure 3b. However,
additionally one can observe trends based on combinations of chemical species in the topmost and second atomic
layers. For example, the work function average is larger
for surfaces where oxygen is present in the first layer and
hydrogen in the second layer. In contrast, the work function average is lower for surfaces with halogens present in
either first or second layer and nitrogen in the respective
other layer. Further trends are plotted in Figures S3
(barchart of average work function as a function of the
chemical species present at the topmost layer) and S4
(heat-maps showing percentage and total number of low
and high work function surfaces as a function of chemical
species present in the top two layers).
The trends described generally agree with the chemical
intuition that surfaces terminated with electropositive
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atoms from the alkali, alkaline, and lanthanide groups
give a low work function, whereas electronegative atoms
from the non-metal groups cause increased work functions.
However, it is interesting to note that while ∼ 40% of
surfaces that have an alkali/alkaline metal present in the
topmost atomic layer have work function below 3 eV,
still ∼ 60% have work functions above 3 eV, contrary to
chemical intuition.
Machine Learning Model for Work Function Predictions. The large database created by high-throughput
DFT calculations forms the basis for a surrogate machine learning model that enables the prediction of the
work function at a fraction of the computational cost. As
a first step, we assess common models from the materials science machine learning community as a benchmark.
For that, we employ the automatminer testing suite,[51]
and a conventional Coulomb matrix (topmost 10 surface
atoms as input, `2 -sorted, trained with a random forest model).[52] For automatminer we use the “express”
setting and compare using the bulk unit cell and the topmost 5 atomic layers of the surface slabs as inputs. As
a baseline model we predict the work function to be the
average work function regardless of the surface. The automatminer model performs only marginally better than
the baseline model when bulk structures are used as an
input. When the surface slabs are used as inputs the
performance increases and is comparable to the performance of the Coulomb matrix. The mean absolute errors
(MAEs) are shown for the training and test sets in Figure
4a. The baseline MAE is 0.90 eV and the DFT accuracy
is indicated in the green-shaded area between 0.03 and 0.3
eV, corresponding to the convergence error (see Methods)
and the error between PBE-calculated and experimental
work functions,[49] respectively.
It is not surprising that the model performance is poor
when the bulk structure is used as an input as the database
contains multiple surfaces of different work functions for
any given bulk structure. While the performance of the
benchmarking models improves when the surface slab is
used as the input instead, the MAEs are still large. This
is likely due to the fact, that the models cannot distinguish between top and bottom of the input slab (which
in general are not symmetric) and the database consists
all unique terminations. In general, if one termination
(located at the top surface) is labeled with the calculated
work function, the same termination exists in another
input structure at the bottom surface (whereas the calculated work function always refers to the top surface).
We developed a custom featurization of the surface slabs
by considering physically motivated features of the topmost three surface layers (atoms grouped into the layers
within a tolerance in c-direction of 0.3 Å, see effect of
tolerance value on model performance in Figure S5). The
considered atomic features are electronegativity χ, inverse atomic radius 1/r, first ionization energy Eion , and
Mendeleev number nmend . Given that each layer may contain more than one atom-type, we consider the minimum,

maximum, and average of each of these atomic features.
This gives a total of 36 elemental features for the topmost
3 layers. Additionally, we add structural features: The
packing fraction for each layer (number of atoms per unit
cell area) A−1
pack and the distances between atomic layers 1
and 2, d1−2 , and between layers 1 and 3, d1−3 . Out of this
total 41 features the most significant features are selected
with recursive feature elimination (RFE) using a random
forest model, as plotted in Figure 4b. The best 6 features
largely account for the model performance: hχ1 i, min (χ1 ),
min (1/r1 ), min (Eion,1 ), d1−2 , and A−1
pack,1 . For the final
model we use the best 15 features, which are the 6 features
mentioned above and hχ2 i, h1/r1 i, max (Eion,1 ), hEion,2 i,
−1
hnmend,1 i, min (nmend,1 ), d1−3 , A−1
pack,2 , and Apack,3 .
It is worth noting that the majority of features we selected were physics-motivated or based on correlations
observed in literature. The work function has been shown
to linearly correlate with electronegativity for elemental
crystals and binary compounds,[34, 38], and inversely
correlate with the atomic radius. Another work has proposed a phenomenological equation for the work function
that depends on the atomic radius and the number of
atomic sites per unit cell area at the surface.[40] We chose
the ionization energy as a feature based on physical intuition that low ionization energies lead to easy electron
extraction. Lastly, the Mendeleev number has been shown
to be a descriptive feature for many material property
predictions.[53, 54] Interestingly, the most predictive features (top 6) are features from the topmost layer (including the layer distance d1−2 ). This is in agreement with
the the fact that clear trends are observed considering
only the topmost surface (cf. Figure 3a). Also, we note
that we tried adding further elemental features without a
clear physics-based motivation (e.g. polarizability) as well
as further modes (e.g. geometric mean, range, variance) –
however, this did not improve the model performance.
Using this featurization approach (with 15 features) outperforms all benchmarking models (automatminer, in
comparison, uses 200 features) even when a linear regression model is chosen, as seen in Figure 4a. When
a non-linear learning model is used (neural network or
random forest model) the MAEs are significantly reduced.
Our best model using random forests has a test-MAE
of 0.19 eV, comparable to the accuracy of work function
calculations employing DFT. This test performance is
about 3 times better than the best benchmarking model
and more than 4 times better than the baseline. Figure 5
shows the predicted work function for both the training
and test sets in comparison to the DFT calculated values. The kernel-density estimate distributions for both
training and test sets are plotted for predicted and actual
work functions showing that the predicted distribution is
qualitatively faithful to the actual one. Notably, for the
neural network and random forest models there is still a
gap between training and test MAEs despite thorough hyperparameter tuning. This gap may be closed by adding
more data in the future.
The prediction of the work function using this model
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is roughly 105 faster than DFT while having a MAE
comparable to the accuracy of DFT. The database
and the machine learning models are available at
github.com/peterschindler/WorkFunctionDatabase enabling other researchers (including experimentalist) to
use this model for work function predictions or to improve
on our model performance.
For future work, this model may be extended to include
surface relaxations during the high-throughput DFT cal-

culations which could enable the prediction of the work
function of a relaxed surface solely based on features
derived from the unrelaxed structure. Another improvement would be to consider the surface energy to determine
which surface termination (and orientation) is the most
stable one, similar to work by Palizhati et al.[55] Combining these two models could render an effective model for
predicting the experimentally most relevant surface work
function for each bulk compound.
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Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrate a workflow to create a work
function database from high-throughput DFT calculations
that enables us to establish a surrogate machine learning
model for rapid work function predictions. Our model
has a MAE comparable to the accuracy of DFT while
being ∼ 105 times faster. Using this approach facilitates
the probing of a vast chemical space for novel material
surfaces with exceptionally low or high work functions.
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